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What is your favorite part of training at Inclusive Fitness?

What results have you seen since you joined
Inclusive Fitness?

What is your favorite part about your visits
to Inclusive Fitness?

"I get to go every week on Tuesdays. It is easy to get to."

"I can run longer and I 'm stronger."

What makes you most proud about being an
IF athlete?
"I get to tell  my mom about my exercise. I feel
good about exercise."

"We are seeing the benefits of Matthew's training at Inclusive Fitness now, during his
recovery. He's using his tricep strength to get up and down the stairs, and his balance while
using the walker is so much better than we expected. He's transitioning between his
wheelchair, his walker, and his couch using single-leg squats." -Mala Maurer

Matthew has been with Inclusive Fitness since January of 2022. He trains one-on-one
with Coach Lauren twice a week, although he's currently taking a break to recover from a
surgery to repair a broken tibia and fibula (ouch!) after taking a fall off of his backyard
swing. Here's what his mom has to say about how his strength training at Inclusive Fitness
and how it has helped him during his recovery:

How do you picture your fitness journey
evolving over time?

"Lifting weights and cone touches."

"I want to l ift more weights and do the
dumbbell press."
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M E E T  C O A C H  K R I S T I N

A former music educator and oboist with education and performance
degrees from Ithaca College and the Crane School of Music, Kristin taught
in the elementary and middle public school setting for ten years. Both of her
parents were special educators, which laid the groundwork for Kristin’s rich
and rewarding l ifelong experiences working with neurodivergent individuals in
a variety of settings, including summer camps, schools, and day programs. 

Kristin is an NASM Certified Personal Trainer, an Autism Fitness Certified
Pro, an AFAA Group Exercise instructor, and a TRX Instructor. She met
Greg and Kristina Austin several years ago at a local fitness studio, where
she was their coach. She's been working closely with Greg over the past
three years as the Director of Member Experience, in addition to coaching
both neurodivergent and neurotypical athletes. She's proud to be a part of
the Inclusive Fitness team, and is excited to watch our community grow! 

www.InclusiveFitness.com

An energetic and dynamic personal
trainer and group exercise
instructor, Kristin has over ten
years’ experience in the fitness
industry. She has taught in both
large- and small-group training
settings and has been a successful
multi-studio leader, manager, and
head coach for one of the nation’s
leading fitness franchises. She has a
passion for building communities
that motivate athletes to improve
and maintain their health and
wellness. 
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T H E  S T R E N G T H  O F  S T R E N G T H :
B E H I N D  T H E  I N C L U S I V E  F I T N E S S  M E T H O D

For some, walking into Inclusive Fitness may elicit the question, "But...where
is all  of the equipment?" We're conditioned to think of the modern fitness
center as a place fi l led with various - and often somewhat intimidating - 
 strength training and cardio machines. Our approach at IF is a departure
from the norm, and for good reason.

Strength is Key.
A purposefully designed and expertly coached training program increases the
healthy development of strength throughout different movement patterns.
You've l ikely seen, or performed, some of the exercises that are staples in
our program, such as squats, presses, pulls, heavy carries, and sled pushes.
Each of these exercises has both general and specific purposes.

For example, the general purpose of a sandbell (or dumbbell) press is to
increase shoulder, upper back, trunk, and grip strength. When we think in
terms of specific carryover, building strength in this area might help the
athlete in reaching to place an item on a high shelf. The general purpose of a
squat is to strengthen the lower body. When we examine this movement
pattern and its transferabil ity to our ADLs, or Activities of Daily Living,
think about how many times we sit/stand, bend, kneel, or climb stairs
throughout the day. 

Strength is the underlying factor in balance, power, agil ity, and, yes,
cardiovascular conditioning. Keep in mind, we're not talking about maximal
strength, as in "How much can you l ift?" We keep most strength exercises in
the 8-10 repetition range. This ensures the athlete develops both
fundamental strength and strength endurance, which is the abil ity to
perform a sustained, challenging task without technique breakdown, thus
lowering the risk of injury.

www.InclusiveFitness.com

Written by: Eric Chessen, Director of Neuroadaptive Programming
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Strength is Control.
For many of our IF athletes, controlled movements are a challenge. As a
result, daily tasks that require the essential movement patterns of pushing,
pull ing, squatting, or carrying, and the strength to perform them, can be
daunting. Our program prioritizes these movement patterns because they
generalize to ADL skil ls. Focusing on balance, long-duration cardio, or
motor planning alone - at the expense of strength training - skips a critical
element to developing the control necessary to perform ADLs effectively,
safely and consistently.

Strength Training IS Cardio.
Many people equate cardiovascular health with steady-state, moderate- to
long-duration exercise, l ike power walking, running, or cycling. While we do
incorporate steady-state exercises into some programs, they are not our
primary focus. Despite what many people assume, research has shown that
power- and strength-based exercises can often have an equivalent and
sometimes even greater cardiovascular effect than steady-state exercise.
For example, an athlete performing a circuit of push throws to sandbell
slams or sled pushes to chest carries is going to have an elevated heart rate,
and thus benefit from a cardiovascular training effect. It 's also more fun!

Machines Don't Coach...We Do.
Exercise machines can be useful in certain contexts. Rather than relying on
machines that focus on certain body parts and l imit range of motion,
however, we emphasize quality full  body movement patterns. For example, is
the athlete squatting to parallel? Is the athlete reaching a full  extension
during their overhead press?

Through ongoing education and mentoring, our coaches create programs
that focus on each athlete's unique needs, rather than relying on equipment
to dictate a program. We use proven methods for building physical skil ls that
help meet specific goals and support ADLs. They may look a bit different
from what you see in many fitness centers, but our approach makes our
athletes strong for a purpose!

www.InclusiveFitness.com



Doug Flutie Jr. Foundation Scholarship Fund
We have already started supporting several athletes thanks
to the generosity of your many donations.
We're excited to see those athletes already making
tremendous progress in their programs.
If you haven't yet contributed and are interested in making
a difference, please consider donating by clicking HERE.
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N E W S  &  A N N O U N C E M E N T S

M A S K  M A N D A T E  A N D  C O V I D - 1 9  U P D A T E

www.InclusiveFitness.com

As local Covid-19 restrictions have been lifted, we've
updated our policy to include a mask-optional
experience at Inclusive Fitness.

We wil l  continue our standard center cleaning and
sanitization practices indefinitely.

We stil l  ask that if you, or a member of your household
are experiencing any Covid-19 symptoms or have a
positive test result, you wait until  symptoms have
resolved before returning to the center.

Thank you for your help in keeping our community
safe!

https://inclusivefitness.com/donate/
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C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S !

www.InclusiveFitness.com

We hope you'll join us in celebrating these amazing athletes, 
all of whom have passed their 50th session milestone. 

Several of them have already completed over 100 IF workouts!
 


